
SUNDAY 12th July 2020 

STORIES OF HOPE. HEBREWS 6:13-20 

PUZZLE:  The bible is full of stories of hope. Find the characters from 

some of these “hopeless to hopeful “ stories and complete the 

wordsearch on page 2.  Why not find one of the characters from the list 

and read their story of hope in your bible. My favourite is the story of 

Ruth ;)  

CREATE: Create your own “anchor of hope” decoration to remind 

you of today’s bible passage in the book of Hebrews. Follow the in-

structions on page 3. Print out the template on page 4 or have a go at 

drawing your own anchor– it’s not as tricky as you might think.  

COLOUR: Print out the colouring in page (by Michal Saunders Pleas-

ant View Press ) and use your favourite colours to complete the picture. 

See if you can learn this bible verse while you are colouring and then 

display it where everyone else at home can see it and learn it too.  
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Anchor of Hope Decoration 

Sunday Kids! 

 

1. If you have a printer, print out the anchor 

template (see next page) onto card or pa-

per. (I used 2 different colours and then 

glued them together– took a bit longer but 

looks cool! ) If you don’t have a printer , 

carefully copy the anchor from the instruc-

tions (ignore the rope bit!) 

 

2. Then, very carefully, cut out the anchor, 

just to the right of the black outline. You 

might need help from your grown-up with 

the little circle at the top. 

 

3. Next, Cut 5 strips of paper (roughly 13cm 

x1cm) and use them to make a paper 

chain. I used scraps of coloured paper– but 

just use what you have. If you feeling super 

creative– you can decorate the strips before 

you make the chain.  Just before you glue 

the last loop thread it through the hole on 

the anchor so the two pieces are attached.  

 

2. Now it’s time for the fun bit– decorate one 

side of the anchor with the  words “Jesus is 

my anchor” and  then put ”Hope”  and 

“Hebrews 6:18” on the other side. Use mine 

as a starting point but be as creative and 

original as you can so it’s totally unique!!! 

3. When you are done, hang your amazing 

anchor decoration somewhere everyone 

can see it to remind you about today’s mes-

sage. 
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